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1. INTRODUCTION
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
In general, any component failure starts at the surface due to either an isolated manufacturing
discontinuity or gradual deterioration of the surface quality. One of the important parameters
contributing to the surface integrity of components is the surface roughness. Surface roughness is
an important indicator of product quality in addition to dimension and form. In manufacturing,
surface finish must be maintained very much within the designer’s specifications as it has direct
influence on many of the fundamental requirements such as the load bearing strength of the
assemblies, fatigue strength, coating/plating of surfaces etc. Surface roughness is a vital indication
of the quality of machined work pieces and the manufacturing process as well (Al-Kindi et al,
1992).
But there are certain disadvantages of this contact mechanical stylus instrument which include the
possibility of surface/stylus damage due to wrong handling and longer inspection time etc. (Kiran
et al, 1998, Gupta et al, 2001).
A computer is then used to process and analyse the images based on the intended application,
often by trying to recognize a pattern or by making a measurement.
2. MOTIVATION
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
Over the years, the non-contact optical methods have attracted researchers’ attention for the
assessment of surface roughness. Most of the methods are based on statistical analysis of greylevel images in the spatial domain.
3. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WORK
The objectives of the present work are
1. <Objectives are mentioned here. Use TNR Font with 12 size, all objectives numbered>.
2. Estimation of optical surface roughness parameters of inclined components using images.
3. Prediction of surface roughness of inclined component using ANN, ANFIS and GMDH.
4. Use of shadow detection and removal algorithm on images of inclined components.
5. Analysis of effect of shadow on smooth and rough surfaces with particular reference to
inclined components.
4. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH WORK
4.1. <Sub heading – TNR – 12 font size – capitalize each word - bold>
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
A rough surface in general is expected to have more shadows in the image. It causes the light to
scatter in all directions. While a perfectly smooth surface is likely to have more brightness and
less shadow, reflect light more uniformly in the same direction confining to a small narrow
region. Shadows occur either at places where the path from the light source is blocked or on the
surfaces which are oriented away from the light source.
4.1.1 <Sub-sub heading – TNR – 12 font size – sentence case - bold>
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
The schematic diagram of the machine vision system is shown in fig. 2. The basic experimental
set-up consists of a vision system (CCD camera: Pulnix -TM6, 768 x 565 pixels) and an
appropriate lighting arrangement. Illumination of the specimens was accomplished using a
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diffused white light source, which is kept at an angle of approximately 45° incidence with respect
to the specimen surface as shown in fig. 2.
4.1.2 <Sub-sub heading – TNR – 12 font size – sentence case - bold>
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
The most important requirement in roughness assessment using machine vision is to extract the
roughness parameters of surfaces using images. In this work, surface roughness parameters are
extracted based on statistical parameters using histogram, spatial frequency domain, grey level
co-occurrence matrix etc.
4.1.2.1. <Sub-sub-sub heading – TNR – 12 font size – sentence case - bold>
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
The intensity distribution of the pixels (grey level histogram) of images is plotted. Based on the
statistical parameters associated with each histogram, calculations were made to determine the
roughness parameters were estimated.
Optical Roughness Parameter, R

SD
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4.1.3. <Sub-sub heading – TNR – 12 font size – sentence case - bold>
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
With nine test samples and twelve varying angles of inclinations as indicated, 117 combinations
are possible and all of them have been used for estimation. Roughness parameters are then
calculated for all the 9 test specimens at different angles of inclination (0°-12°). The input and
output data are separated into training and testing sets. Out of 117 images 94 are used for training
and remaining 23 are used for testing. The selection of testing and training data is based on the
work done and the results obtained by earlier researchers.
4.2. <Sub heading – TNR – 12 font size – capitalize each word - bold>
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
Traditional pre-processing algorithms do not specifically consider shadows present in an image.
But this is particularly crucial for the roughness estimation of the specimens as they are likely to
have an inclination with the horizontal during imaging. Therefore, it is essential to possibly
remove shadows present, if any, due to such inadvertent inclinations or due to high/low
illumination. Several algorithms for shadow detection and removal exist in the literature
(Finlayson et al, 2002 and Levin et al, 2005). While removing the shadow from an image, it is
important to consider the application for which the pre-processing is carried out. In this case, the
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requirement is to extract meaningful information from an image representing the surface texture.
It is necessary to obtain the resulting image, which is shadow free and contains the details present
in the original image without any loss of information.
5. CONCLUSIONS
<sample text is given here. Use Times new Roman Font with 12 size>.
In general, it has been observed that imaging of surfaces to evaluate the surface finish of
components have problems such as illumination, inclination of the components etc.
Therefore, it is understood that the proposed methodology in this work can be applied for
evaluation of surface roughness using machine vision approach in a much-improved fashion.
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<All figures and tables to be kept after the text. Figures to be named below and tables above.>

(a) Flat and horizontal rough surface.

(b) Inclined rough surface.

(c) Flat and horizontal smooth surface.
(d) Inclined smooth surface.
Fig. 1 Illustration of creation of shadow on rough and smooth surfaces.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the machine
vision system.

(a) 10°

Fig. 3 Relationship between calculated Ra
values using GMDH and stylus Ra values.

(b) 8°

(c) 4°

(d) flat surface

(e) 10°
(f) 8°
(g) 4°
Fig. 4 2D plots of GLCM (a), (b), (c), (d) before shadow removal and (e), (f), (g) after shadow
removal at varying inclination
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